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Abstract—We propose and analyze a novel location manage-
ment scheme for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) called Dual-
region Mobility Management (DrMoM). The basic design concept
of DrMoM is to use local regions to complement existing location
services in MANETs that assign home regions to mobile nodes
and have mobile nodes in the home region of a mobile node
serve as location servers for that node. DrMoM is based on the
design notion of integrated mobility and service management for
network cost minimization. Speciﬁcally, unlike existing location
services that deﬁne the home region size statically at design
time for all mobile users, DrMoM dynamically determines the
optimal home region size and local region size per mobile
user based on mobility and service characteristics of individual
mobile nodes to minimize the overall network cost incurred by
location management and data packet delivery. We develop a
performance model to derive the optimal values of these two key
design parameters under which the overall network cost incurred
by DrMoM is minimized. Through a comparative performance
study, we show that DrMoM outperforms a well-known scheme
called SLURP based on static home regions as well as a region-
based location management scheme called RUDLS which claims
to outperform contemporary region-based location management
schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a self-organizing
and self-conﬁguring network, in which mobile nodes form
and maintain a dynamic network topology without a ﬁxed
infrastructure. While location management research is well
developed for wireless mesh networks [1,2,3,4], cellular net-
works [5,6,7], and Mobile IP networks [8], scalable location
management for MANETs is still an open issue [9]. A re-
cent study [10] reveals that hierarchical region-based location
management [9,11,12,13,14] is the most promising location
management scheme for achieving scalability and efﬁciency.
A prevalent region-based location service in MANETs is
hashing-based with which each mobile node is assigned a
home region through hashing [15,16,17,18,19]. The nodes in
the home region serve as location servers for that mobile
node. A mobile node sends location updates to its location
servers when it moves. To locate a destination node, a source
node sends a location query to the destination node’s location
servers. Although a hashing-based location service is highly
scalable, it has a major drawback: a source node has to contact
the location servers of the destination node regardless of how
close it is away from the destination node. If the two nodes are
close to each other, contacting the location servers which may
be far away geographically incurs unnecessary overhead. One
way to solve this problem is to have a mobile node periodically
exchange up-to-date location information with neighboring
nodes in a local region [20,21]. If some node in the local
region of the source node knows the location of the destination
node, the source node can locate the destination node utilizing
only local location information from the neighboring nodes,
without having to query the destination node’s home region.
It is also possible that the source node is within the local
region of the destination node and therefore knows where
the destination node is located using only local location
information it keeps.
In this paper, we propose and analyze a scalable, efﬁcient
location management scheme for location-based routing in
MANETs called Dual-region Mobility Management (DrMoM)
based on the idea of employing local regions to comple-
ment existing home region based location service schemes
in MANETs that assign home regions to mobile nodes and
have mobile nodes in the home region of a mobile node serve
as location servers for that node. Relative to existing work
utilizing home region based location service [15,16,17,18,19]
and local region based location service [9,11,12,13,14,20,21],
our contribution is to dynamically determine the optimal home
region size and local region size for each mobile node based on
the mobile node’s runtime mobility and service characteristics
to minimize network cost.
DrMoM is based on the design notion of integrated mobility
and service management for network cost minimization [2,8].
Speciﬁcally, unlike existing location services that deﬁne the
home region size statically at design time, DrMoM dynam-
ically determines the optimal home region size and local
region size (deﬁned by their respective radii denoted by Rh
and Rl), which together minimize the overall network cost
incurred by location management and data packet delivery.
We develop a performance model for deriving the optimal
values of the two key design parameters Rh and Rl and for
calculating the overall network cost incurred by DrMoM, given
system parameters characterizing the mobility and service
characteristics of mobile nodes. To demonstrate the beneﬁt
of our dual-region location management scheme, we com-
pare location-based routing based on DrMoM against a well-
known scheme called SLURP [16] based on static home
regions as well as a region-based location management scheme
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388called RUDLS [14] which claims to outperform contemporary
region-based location management schemes. We show that
DrMoM outperforms both SLURP and RUDLS in terms of
the overall network cost incurred.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our
scalable design for DrMoM. Section III presents a perfor-
mance model for analytically evaluating the performance of
DrMoM. Section IV performs a comprehensive performance
evaluation, focusing on the effect of various parameters on the
performance of DrMoM, as well as a comparative performance
analysis of DrMoM against SLURP and RUDLS. Finally
Section V summarizes the paper, discusses the applicability,
and outlines future research areas.
II. DUAL-REGION MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR
LOCATION-BASED ROUTING
We assume that mobile nodes are capable of tracking their
locations, moving direction, and moving speed via a GPS
module. We also assume that the density of mobile nodes is
sufﬁciently high, so there is always at least one location server
in each node’s home region.
Fig. 1. Global partitioning of the MANET coverage area into rectangular
regions.
In DrMoM, the coverage area of a MANET is statically
partitioned into equally sized rectangular regions, as shown in
Fig. 1. This global partitioning of the MANET coverage area
is used as the basis for home region assignment. Speciﬁcally,
each mobile node is permanently assigned a home region,
whose center co-locates with the center of one of the rect-
angular regions, as illustrated by Fig. 1. The assignment is
calculated by hashing the unique ID of the mobile node (e.g.,
its IP or MAC address) to the ID of one of the rectangular
regions. We assume that every mobile node has knowledge
about the global partitioning as well as the hash function such
that it is able to locate the center of the home region of any
node. All mobile nodes within the home region of a mobile
node serve as location servers for that node. DrMoM varies
the home region size dynamically based on the mobile node’s
runtime mobility and service characteristics. The home region
size can be expanded as needed to ensure that at least one
node exists to serve as the location server.
Besides the home region, each mobile node is also associ-
ated with a local region, and it exchanges location information
with neighbors in the local region. Unlike the home region,
which does not move, the local region moves with the mobile
node. Local region location updates follow a threshold-based
approach. Speciﬁcally, a mobile node broadcasts a location
update to its neighbors within its local region, when the
distance between its current location and the location where
the last update was triggered exceeds a threshold. Each mobile
node maintains a variable that records the location where
the last local region location update was performed. Given
a chosen threshold, the frequency of local region location
updates depends on the node mobility rate [22]. In this paper,
the threshold is set to be equal to the wireless transmission
range (r) such that the difference between the location of a
mobile node kept by neighbors in its local region and its actual
location is never larger than the wireless transmission range.
Note that because the local region of a node is not restricted to
its one-hop transmission range, a neighbor could potentially be
multiple hops away. The home region keeps location summary
information of the node, i.e., the coordinate of the center and
radius of the node’s local region. Whenever the local region
moves due to movement of the node, the location servers
in the home region are updated with the location summary
information. To locate the local region of a destination node,
the source node sends a location query to the destination
node’s location servers.
The coordinates of the center of a home region is statically
determined, whereas the radius is dynamically determined on
a per-node basis, depending on the node’s mobility and service
characteristics. The home region size, determined by its radius
denoted by Rh, is a key factor balancing the tradeoff between
the overhead for location queries/updates and the robustness of
the location service. Speciﬁcally, a larger home region covers
more location servers on average and consequently increases
the chance of a successful location query. However, a larger
home region also leads to larger overhead for location queries
and updates. Because Rh is dynamic, the size of the home
region is dynamic and not necessarily restricted by the size of
the rectangular region. The local region size, determined by its
radius denoted by Rl, is also a key parameter. Increasing the
local region size increases the chance that a destination node is
located using local location information, without querying the
location servers. However, as the local region size increases,
the cost of location inquiry packet delivery increases because
of more hops to travel. The local region size also impacts on
the rate of location updates to the home region, which is equal
to the rate of local region boundary crossing.
Each mobile node maintains two location tables: the local
region location table LTl that stores location information of
nodes for which it is within their local regions, and the home
region location table LTh that stores location information of
nodes for which it serves as a location server. LTl is updated
whenever the mobile node receives a local region location
update, whereas LTh is updated whenever it receives a home
region location update. An entry in LTl keeps the correspond-
389 389 389ing node’s “exact” location obtained from the most recent local
region location update from that node. An entry in LTh stores
the coordinates of the center and radius of the corresponding
node’s local region obtained from the most recent home region
location update from that node. A timestamp is associated
with each entry in the tables to indicate its freshness and is
copied into the header of data packets when the entry (for the
destination) is used by the source node for data packet delivery.
Expired table entries are deleted periodically to make room for
new entries.
Fig. 2. Greedy geographical packet forwarding.
DrMoM uses geographical routing to route data packets and
control messages such as messages for location updates and
queries, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For each hop, DrMoM selects
the node from the one-hop neighbors of the current node that
is closest to the destination (i.e., the node that makes the most
progress towards the destination) as the next forwarding node.
For example, in Fig. 2, node Y is selected by the source
S as the next forwarding node because it is closest to the
destination D among the neighbors of S. By selecting the next
forwarding node this way, DrMoM guarantees that progress is
made towards the destination for each hop, ﬁnally leading to
the destination.
III. PERFORMANCE MODEL
In this section, we present a performance model for calcu-
lating the parameterized overall communication cost incurred
by DrMoM as a function of Rl and Rh. We deﬁne the
total communication cost incurred by DrMoM for location
management and data packet delivery by the total number of
wireless transmissions per time unit. It is worth emasizing
that because the total communication cost is a per time unit
metric, a small amount of communication cost savings can
be signiﬁcant over time. Also note that we use the total
communication cost as the performance metric here because
the focus of this paper is on integrated mobility and service
management for minimizing the total communication cost. We
believe that minimizing the total communication cost will have
a signiﬁcant positive impact on other performance metrics,
such as end-to-end packet delay and packet delivery ratio. This
is because reducing the total number of wireless transmissions
per time unit results in less wireless transmission conﬂicts
and better wireless channel utilization, and consequently a
larger probability of successful packet deliveries and a shorter
average packet delay. It also has the beneﬁt of maximizing
the life time of a MANET since minimizing the total number
of wireless transmissions per time unit means minimized
battery consumption. Table I lists the notations used for model
parameters.
TABLE I
THE NOTATIONS USED IN PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS.
Notation Meaning
n total number of mobile nodes in the MANET
r wireless transmission range
Rl radius of a local region
Rh radius of a home region
b(R) broadcast cost in a region with radius R
v moving speed (m/s) of a mobile node
σ crossing rate of local region boundaries of a mobile node
¯ d average distance between a node and its home region
α average number of hops between a node and its home region
γ node density (average number of nodes per unit area)
λl rate of local region location updates
λh rate of home region location updates
μ rate of home region maintenance
φ data packet rate
ζ session rate
We make the following assumptions when building the
performance model:
• We use the modiﬁed random way point mobility model
to simulate the movement of mobile nodes. Speciﬁcally,
each node picks a random point and it moves towards
that point with velocity v randomly chosen in the range
[vmin, vmax]. vmin is positive to avoid the problem of
speed decay as time progresses. Once the point is reached,
the node chooses a new random point and moves towards
the new point without a pause.
• We assume that the hash function used for home region
assignment maps any mobile node uniformly to any
rectangular region with equal probability.
According to [16], as a mobile node moves, the rate σ at
which it crosses local region boundaries can be calculated as:
σ =
vπ
4Rl
(1)
Because a home region location update is triggered every
time a local region boundary crossing occurs, the rate of
home region location updates λh is equal to σ. Local region
location updates are triggered whenever the distance between
the current location and the location where the last update
happened exceeds the threshold τ, which is equal to the
wireless transmission range. Thus, the rate of local region
location updates λl of a mobile node depends on the wireless
transmission range r and the moving speed v of the node,
computed as follows:
λl =
v
r
(2)
The broadcast cost b(R) in a region with radius R is deﬁned
as the number of wireless transmissions to cover the entire
region, and can be approximated as follows [16]:
b(R)=1+
πR2
πr2 =1+
R2
r2 (3)
390 390 390Assume that the geographic area of the MANET is an m×m
square. The average distance ¯ d between any mobile node and
its home region in the m×m square area can be estimated as
[23]:
¯ d =
2m
3
(4)
Therefore, the average number of hops α between any mobile
node and its home region in the m × m square area can be
approximated as follows:
α =
¯ d
r
(5)
A. Location Update Cost Cu
The location update cost Cu consists of two parts: Cl
u,t h e
cost for local region location updates, and Ch
u, the cost for
home region location updates. A local region location update
from a mobile node S requires broadcasting the location
update message among the neighbors in S’s local region, thus
incurring a broadcast cost of b(Rl). A home region location
update requires sending the location update message to S’s
home region that incurs a cost of α, followed by a broadcast of
the message within S’s home region that adds a broadcast cost
of b(Rh). Therefore, Cl
u and Ch
u are calculated respectively
as follows:
Cl
u = b(Rl)
Ch
u = α + b(Rh) (6)
B. Location Query Cost Cq
The location query cost Cq consists of the cost for a local
region location query and optionally the cost for a home region
location query which happens only when the local region
location query fails. Let Cl
q and Ch
q denote the cost for a
location region location query and the cost for a home region
location query, respectively. Let ph
q denote the probability that
the home region location query is needed to locate the target
mobile node D, i.e., ph
q is the probability that the local region
location query fails. Cq is calculated as follows:
Cq = Cl
q + ph
q · Ch
q (7)
A local region location query requires broadcasting the
location query message among the neighbors in the local
region of the source mobile node S, and collecting replies
from these neighbors. Therefore, the cost for a local region
location query consists of the broadcast cost b(Rl) in the
source mobile’s local region and the cost for the neighbors
who keep valid location information of D to send the relies
back to S. The number of neighbors in S’s local region who
keep the location information of D can be estimated based on
the node density. Speciﬁcally, a neighbor in S’s local region
keeps the updated location information of D when it is also
within D’s local region or home region, the probability of
which is
πR
2
l +πR
2
h
m2 , assuming that the n mobile nodes are
uniformly distributed in the network. Therefore, the number
of neighbors who keep the location information of D can be
estimated as follows:
πR2
l + πR2
h
m2 · πR2
l · γ (8)
Given the estimated number of neighbors in S’s local region
who have the location information of D, Cl
q can thus be
estimated as:
Cl
q = b(RL)+
πR2
l + πR2
h
m2 · πR2
l · γ (9)
A home region location query requires sending the location
query message to D’s home region, followed by forwarding
the location reply back to S. Therefore, the cost for the home
region location query Ch
q consists of the costs for sending the
location query message and location reply message, calculated
as follows:
Ch
q =2 α (10)
S needs to initiate a home region location query only if
the local region location query fails when none of the mobile
nodes in S’s local region could ﬁnd a valid entry for D in
their LTl and LTh. A mobile node in S’s local region could
not ﬁnd a valid entry for D if it’s not in D’s local region and
home region, the probability of which is 1−
πR
2
l
m2 −
πR
2
h
m2 . ph
q is
the probability that all nodes in S’s local region are not in D’s
local region or home region, which is computed as follows :
ph
q =( 1−
πR2
l
m2 −
πR2
h
m2 )πR
2
l ·γ (11)
C. Data Packet Delivery Cost Cd
Suppose the source node S has a data packet m to send to
the destination node D. S needs to locate D ﬁrst by looking up
the location information of D in its LTl and LTh. Depending
on the result of this table lookup, there could be three cases
as follows:
• Case 1: A valid entry for D exists in LTl.
• Case 2: A valid entry for D exists in LTh.
• Case 3: No valid entry for D can be found because the
entry has expired or no entry for D exists. In this case, S
initiates a location query before sending any data packets
to D. Upon receiving the location reply, S updates its
location tables and follows geographic routing to do data
packet delivery.
Let C1
d and C2
d denote the cost for data packet delivery for
the ﬁrst two cases.. Also let p1 and p2 denote the probability
that a valid entry is found in LTl and the probability that a
valid entry is found in LTh, respectively, then Cd is calculated
as:
Cd = p1 · C1
d + p2 · C2
d +( 1− p1 − p2) · Cq (12)
Data delivery in the ﬁrst case only involves mobile nodes
in S’s local region that make progress moving data packets
towards D, and the distance from S to D is bound by the
diameter of the region 2Rl. Therefore, we can estimate an
upper bound of C1
d as follows:
C1
d =
2Rl
r
(13)
Data delivery in the second case consists of two stages: the
ﬁrst stage routes the data packet from S to the ﬁrst mobile
node (say X) on the route that is within D’s local region, and
391 391 391the second stage is equivalent to data delivery in the ﬁrst case,
except that the source mobile node is X. Therefore, we can
estimate C2
d as follows:
C2
d = α + C1
d (14)
The source mobile node S can ﬁnd a valid entry in either
LTl or LTh only if S is within the local region or home region
of D. The probability p1 (p2) that S is within the local region
(home region) of D can be calculated as follows, assuming that
the n mobile nodes are evenly distributed in the MANET:
p1 =
πR
2
l
m2
p2 =
πR
2
h
m2
(15)
D. Home Region Maintenance Cost Cm
As discussed above, DrMoM handles the case that a mobile
node B enters into the home region of another node A and
becomes a location server for A by requiring each node in
A’s home region to periodically broadcast an announcement
message to its neighbors within its wireless transmission range.
This incurs a home region maintenance cost Cm, consisting of
the cost incurred for one wireless transmission by each node
in the home region. Therefore, the calculation of Cm is shown
as follows:
Cm = πR2
h · γ (16)
E. Total Communication Cost C
The total communication cost consists of the data packet
delivery cost (Cd), the location update cost (Cu), the location
query cost (Cq, which is contained in the data delivery cost),
and the home region maintenance cost (Cm), multiplied by
their rates respectively. C is calculated as follows:
C = φ · Cd + λl · Cl
u + λh · Ch
u + μ · Cm (17)
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We consider a scenario that n mobile nodes are evenly
distributed in an area of dimensions 2000m by 2000m. n
varies from 100 to 800 with an increment of 100, so that the
density of nodes is a function of n. The wireless transmission
range is 200m. We model the data stream between a source
and a destination using a constant-bit-rate (CBR) stream at a
rate of φ =5 0packets/s. The moving speed of mobile nodes
(v) varies between 1m/s to 20m/s.
A. Performance Characteristics of DrMoM
We ﬁrst evaluate the effect of Rl (Rh) on the performance
of DrMoM by varying the value of Rl (Rh) but keeping Rh
(Rl) ﬁxed. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the total communication
cost as a function of Rl and Rh, respectively, for a scenario
where n = 100 and v =2 m/s. As can be seen in the ﬁgures,
both Rl and Rh are key parameters and have a signiﬁcant
effect of the total communication cost incurred by DrMoM.
More importantly, there exists optimal Rl (Rh) that minimizes
the total communication cost incurred by DrMoM. Increasing
Rl of a mobile node (and thus the area of the local region)
increases the chance that the node is located utilizing only
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Fig. 3. Total communication cost vs. Rl in DrMoM.
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Fig. 4. Total communication cost vs. Rh in DrMoM.
local location information, but it also increases the location
update cost as well as the data delivery cost because a data
packet tends to travel a longer distance in the local region
after it reaches the ﬁrst node within the local region. The same
reasoning applies to Rh.
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Fig. 5. Total communication cost vs. Rl and Rh in DrMoM.
Fig. 5 further shows the total communication cost incurred
by DrMoM as a function of both Rl and Rh. The ﬁgure
depicts the effect of the interaction between Rl and Rh on the
total communication cost incurred by DrMoM, and it justiﬁes
that there exists an optimal combination of Rl and Rh that
392 392 392minimizes the total communication cost incurred by DrMoM.
It can also be seen in the ﬁgure that the total communication
cost increases sharply when Rl and/or Rh are too large or too
small.
B. Performance Comparison
In this section, we compare DrMoM with a well known
location-based routing protocol called SLURP [16] based
on static home regions as well as a region-based location
management scheme called RUDLS [14] which claims to
outperform contemporary region-based location management
schemes. in terms of the overall network cost incurred.
SLURP handles location management using a scalable loca-
tion service based on statically partitioned and assigned home
regions. When a mobile node moves, it updates its location
with the location servers in its home region by sending location
update messages. To locate a destination mobile node D,t h e
node’s home region is queried to locate the home region in
which D currently resides. Geographical routing is used to
forward a data packet sent to D towards the center of the
local region of D. When the data packet arrives at the ﬁrst
node within the local region, Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
is employed to deliver the data packet to D within the region.
SLURP deﬁnes the region size statically when the coverage
area of a MANET is partitioned into grids, each of which
corresponds to a region. This can be interpreted as having
statically and equally sized home regions and local regions in
DrMoM. Therefore, SLURP can be viewed as a special case
of DrMoM.
RUDLS [14] on the other hand is a region-based location
management scheme consisting of level 1 and level 2 location
servers. Each level 1 location server keeps track of the
locations of mobile users in its region each covering 9 grids.
When a mobile user moves from one grid to another grid
within the same region, only the location database of the level
1 location server is updated. On the other hand, each level
2 location server covers a number of level 1 location servers
(e.g., 9 × 9 grids). When a mobile user moves from one level
1 region to another level 1 region, the location database of
the level 2 location server is updated. Finally, when a mobile
user moves from one level 2 region to another level 2 region,
all level 2 location servers are updated with the user’s new
location, which is an expensive location update operation. A
location query always goes bottom-up, i.e., it will go from the
local level 1 location server and if necessary to the local level
2 location server, and if necessary, to a remote level 2 location
server.
To make a fair comparison of DrMoM against SLURP and
RUDLS, we use the same parameter values as reported in [16]
and evaluate their performance under identical settings.
Fig. 6 compares the total communication cost incurred per
time unit by DrMoM vs. SLURP and RUDLS as a function of
the packet arrival rate φ in the range of 10 to 50 packets/s for
the scenario in which n = 100 and v = 2m/s. It shows that the
overall communication cost per time unit per user increases
linearly with the packet arrival rate. Fig. 7 compares the total
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communication cost incurred per time unit by DrMoM vs.
SLURP and RUDLS as a function of the moving speed v in
the range of 5 to 30 m/s for the scenario in which n = 100
and φ =1 0packets/s. The communication cost is relatively
insensitive to the moving speed v because the data packet
delivery cost Cd dominates the location update cost Cu in
the scenario considered. As can be seen in these two ﬁgures,
DrMoM under the optimal setting (optimal Rl and Rh that
together minimize the total communication cost) outperforms
both SLURP and RUDLS over a wide range of moving speed
and packet rate. This result clearly demonstrates the beneﬁt of
dynamically determining the optimal Rl and Rh for network
cost minimization in DrMoM.
Fig. 8 compares the total communication cost incurred per
time unit by DrMoM vs. SLURP and RUDLS as a function
of the total number of mobile nodes n, or equivalently the
node density, for the scenario in which v =2m/s and φ =2 0
packets/s. As the ﬁgure illustrates, the total communication
cost per time unit per user decreases as the node density
increases because the success probability of local location
queries increases as the number of neighbors increases. We
again see that DrMoM is superior in terms of the total com-
munication cost incurred per time unit per user. The advantage
of DrMoM is particularly signiﬁcant when the node density is
relatively small. Again, the ﬁgure shows that the node density
is a key parameter that affects the total communication cost
incurred by a location management scheme for MANETs such
as DrMoM, SLURP or RUDLS.
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V. APPLICABILITY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we designed and analyzed a dual-region
location management scheme (DrMoM) to provide efﬁcient
location service in MANETs. The novelty lies in dynamically
identifying and applying the optimal home region size and
local region size (deﬁned by their respective radii denoted by
Rh and Rl) for each mobile node based on the mobile node’s
runtime mobility and service characteristics to minimize the
overall network cost incurred for location management and
data packet delivery. We developed a performance model
to derive optimal Rh and Rl values as well as the total
communication cost incurred by DrMoM. By means of a
comparative performance study, we demonstrated that DrMoM
outperforms existing location management schemes including
SLURP and RUDLS.
The identiﬁcation of optimal Rh and Rl settings to mini-
mize the overall communication cost per user is performed
at static time. One way to apply the results is to build a
lookup table at static time listing the optimal Rh and Rl
settings discovered over a perceivable range of parameter
values characterizing a user’s mobility and service behaviors.
Then, at runtime, upon sensing mobility and service behavior
changes matching with a set of parameter values, a mobile
node can perform a simple table lookup operation augmented
with extrapolation/interpolation techniques to determine and
apply the optimal Rh and Rl settings to minimize the overall
communication cost due to location management and packet
delivery.
The performance model developed in thie paper is based
on random movement. However, the analysis technique for
identifying the optimal Rh and Rl settings is generally appli-
cable. In the future, we plan to extend the analysis to consider
other mobility models such as SWIM [24], utilizing more
elaborated modeling techniques such as stochastic Petri nets
[25,26,27,28,29,30]. This work also assumes that there are no
malicious or selﬁsh nodes performing attacks [31,32,33] to
disrupt mobility management. We plan to investigate how trust
management protocols such as [34,35,36,37,38] can be used to
select trustworthy nodes to serve as location servers to further
enhance performance of dual-region location management in
MANETs. Lastly we also plan to investigate how to further
extend the design notion of integrated mobility and service
management for cost minimization to other location-based
services in MANETs such as cooperative data caching for
mobile data access and mobile multicast with failure recovery
[39,40].
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